COLLENDA GOES AI
COLLENDA
PORTAL SOLUTIONS
Intelligence with insight

Efficient. Effective. Innovative.
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NEW EXPERIENCE.
NEW EFFICIENCY.
NEW EFFECTIVENESS.

PAYMENT PLAN
	AI recommends the optimal rate for a successful
payment plan and the prediction of success.
CHATBOT
	Reduced processing workload and communication
with debtors using "natural language".

Predicted optimal rate for the highest possible recovery rate when arranging payment
plans? Chatbots that communicate individually and autonomously with your debtors?
Artificial intelligence (AI) as the basis for
automatic identification of the optimal
collection strategy?
Some (many) of the application scenarios listed have not yet
been introduced in the debt collection sector. COLLENDA
initiated the COLLENDA Solutions proof of concept in 2018
in combination with artif icial intelligence.

	Clarif ication of queries and assistance with
self-service activities.
SEGMENTATION
	AI helps to categorise debtors into different groups.
	Basis for focused processing (e.g. result for automated
workflows) of the different debtor segments.
Within the f ramework of further activities, talks based on
the prototypes are currently being conducted with selected
customers in the f ield of debt collection. The aim is to ex
plore the topic of AI in more depth and further develop the
AI models created for the use cases in collaboration with
these customers within the f ramework of the "COLLENDA AI

The goal is to make the benef its and added value "tangible"

Insider Programme", with the aim of making them available

for customers with three interlinking use cases. These and

for practical use in the near future. Customer feedback has

other use cases will then be developed into marketable

so far been consistently positive and conf irms the innovative

solutions. The following three use cases were selected for

approach of COLLENDA in the f ield of AI. COLLENDA there-

the proof of concept:

fore considers there to be great potential for strengthening
its market position by integrating AI into its own solutions.

Simple. Secure. Informative.

COLLENDA Portal Solutions
We offer the following solutions based on the COLLENDA portal platform:

Client portal
The customer portal offers a password-protected and
up-to-date overview of processes in progress at all times
and, among other things, the ability to communicate
more quickly with customers.

	Rapid implementation with minimal expense
	A high level of flexibility for your customers
	Transparency of the current processing status
	Easy conf igurability and intuitive / flexible rights
management

The benefits for you:
Greater transparency for your customers
and minimisation of costs.

Debtor portal
The debtor portal is a fast, transparent and secure channel
for queries and payment enquiries for your customers /
debtors. This enables higher successfully recovery rates in a
shorter period of time.

	24/7 availability and intuitive use
	Complete transparency - anytime & anywhere
Use online payment options
	Customer /debtor self-service reduces processing
effort required

The benefits for you:
Shorter processing times
and higher payment rates.

Information at any time.
Anywhere.
COLLENDA portal solutions are password-protected
internet applications that provide access to a
wide range of technical information
- anytime and anywhere.

Data security
The security of your data is our highest priority.
For example, the COLLENDA portals can be operated in
their own DMZ - and are therefore securely decoupled
f rom your existing system. There is no direct access to
the production environment f rom the internet. Various
security mechanisms (SQL injection escaping, cross-site
scripting, malicious f ile execution, encryption of data,

The technological basis of the application allows use

etc.) are of course also used to protect your data f rom

regardless of the end devices used (PC / notebook /

unauthorised access.

tablet / smartphone).

Intelligence with insight
COLLENDA solutions have achieved their practical
maturity through numerous projects over many years
and provide wide ranging support to companies in
all sectors on a daily basis. Future security - after the
solution has been successfully implemented, COLLENDA
will remain on hand with training, coaching and
providing further development as an experienced and
reliable partner.
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